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This invention relates to an alarm system and more 
particularly relates to an alarm system using a plurality 
of pairs of photoresistors at spaced points about a room 
or other area which it is desired to protect. 

In particular, the invention provides an alarm system 
in which the photoresistors of any one pair are connected 
in diagonally opposite legs of a bridge circuit to provide 
a rapid change in voltage across the bridge when the light 
pattern at that pair is changed as by the presence of an 
intruder. By connecting these photoresistors in diag 
onally opposite legs of the bridge, a voltage change effect 
is produced which is the combined effect of both photo 
resistors and has a trigger action so that only a single 
light source is required which is common to all of the 
pairs of photoresistors. 

Burglar and other alarm systems are well known in the 
art. They include both simple and complex systems 
and the use of one or the other frequently depends upon 
the value of the material or facility desired to be pro 
tected. One problem in this field is that a good alarm 
system often costs the same amount of money as the 
value of the article desired to be protected. In other in 
stances where secret documents are desired to be pro 
tected, the value of the documents is an intangible so that 
the cost of the alarm system may outweigh the value 
of the documents. Accordingly, there has long been a 
need for an inexpensive alarm system which can pro 
tect large areas. 
One method of providing an alarm system for a room 

has been the use of photoelectric systems at each entrance 
to the room. At each entrance, at one side of the door 
way, for example, there is a light source and a lens; on 
the other side of the doorway there is another lens and 
a photoelectric cell so that the light beam is focused 
upon the photoelectric tube and is interrupted when an 
individual passes through the doorway. It is obvious 
that such a system is expensive, since it requires a plu 
rality of light sources and lenses and in addition such 
a system does not protect the room should entry be ob 
tained through other than the usual entrance ways, as for 
example a window. 

This invention has overcome these disadvantages 
while yet producing much greater protection at a frac 
tion of the cost of previous systems. In particular, the 
invention provides a single light source which is posi 
tioned in the ceiling or some other central location to 
scatter light energy through the room. A plurality of 
pairs of photoresistors are positioned throughout the 
room and are connected into a bridge circuit. An alarm 
relay is connected across the bridge. Each pair of photo 
resistors has one photoresistor in each of two diagonally 
opposite legs of the bridge so that should the light pattern 
at any one position suddenly change, each of the photo 
resistors at that position will tend to operate the relay 
and their combined effect positively does operate the re 
lay. In the absence of an intruder, the light is equally 
distributed or otherwise balanced at the photoresistors so 
that the bridge circuit is balanced and the alarm inopera 
tive. 

Since the room which it is desired to protect may be 
at a remote location where A.C. power is not readily 
available and since a prospective burglar is likely to cut 
the line having such power, it is desirable to have a bat 
tery source for energizing the lamp. However, if the lo 
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cation is remote, frequent checks would have to be made 
to determine the battery condition. An automatic bat 
tery charging scheme could of course be devised but this 
again would be quite expensive. Accordingly, this sys 
tem provides as an additional aspect of this invention, a 
battery supply for the lamp which is alternately inter 
rupted so that the lamp is cyclically energized for a brief 
period of time and then denergized for a longer period 
of time. Thus the battery life is prolonged not only be 
cause it is supplying power for much shorter time peri 
ods, but also because it can recharge itself during its 
“off” period. In the previous systems the lamp was 
generally continually energized since an opening of the 
battery supply would be the equivalent of breaking the 
light beam by an intruder thus sounding an alarm. 
However, in this invention with all of the photoresistors 
in the bridge circuit and with one of the photoresistors 
of one pair in one leg of the bridge and the other photo 
resistor of the same pair in the diagonally opposite leg, 
during "off' period of the battery, all of the photoresistors 
of the bridge are equally affected by any fluctuation of 
the light source itself so that no alarm is sounded and 
battery power is saved. 

Accordingly, it is an object of this invention to pro 
vide an improved alarm system. 

It is another object of this invention to provide an 
alarm system using at least one pair of photoresistors 
positioned at one location and connected into diagonally 
opposite legs of a bridge circuit. 

It is another object to provide an alarm system using 
a single light source and a plurality of pairs of photo 
resistors positioned about an area to be protected. 
A still further object of the invention is to provide a 

single light source centrally located within a room and a 
plurality of pairs of photoresistors spaced about the room 
and connected into a bridge circuit. 
A further object is to provide such system with a bat 

tery source for energizing the lamp and particularly one 
which is alternately “on” and "off.” 
The above and further objects will be apparent upon 

reading the following detailed disclosure of which: 
FiG. 1 is a pictorial diagram of a room having a light 

source in the ceiling and pairs of photoresistors posi 
tioned along the walls of the room to receive both direct 
and reflected light from the source. 

FEG. 2 is a schematic diagram of a first embodiment 
of my invention. 

FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of a second embodiment 
of my invention. 

FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of another embodiment 
of the invention. 

FIG. 1 shows a room having a single light source in 
the ceiling and a plurality of pairs of photoresistor 2 
mounted on the walls of the room. The light source 1 
may be an incandescent or phosphorescent or any other 
light source energized from an A.C. or D.C. source. 
Each pair of photoresistors has two cadmium sulphide 
cells 3 and 4, the connection of which is shown in FIG. 
2. The mounting of the light source and photoresistors 
is shown for illustrative purposes only, since other ar 
rangements are contemplated within the scope of this in 
vention to provide a substantially equal distribution of 
light (both directed and reflected) to each pair of photo 
resistors. 

FIG. 2 is a schematic drawing showing the connection 
of the photoresistors and the alarm circuitry. Terminals 
0 and 11 are provided for connection to a 110 volt A.C. 

SOLICe. 
A full wave bridge rectifier 2 includes diodes 13-16. 

When terminal 10 is positive, condenser 17 is charged 
through resistor 18 and diodes 13 and 16 so that the 
Voltage on line 26 is a positive D.C. voltage with respect 
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to line 9. On the other half of the A.C. Wave, con 
denser 7 is again charged with the same polarity. Re 
sistor 18 may of course be a choke if additional filtering is 
desired. - - - 

Resistor 21 is a bleeder resistor to bleed off the charge 5 
from condenser 7 when the apparatus is disconnected 
from the power source. Potentiometer 22 acts as a D.C. 
voltage divider so that the voltage on line 23 may be 
adjusted as desired. . 
Alarm relay 24 is connected between lines 23, and 28 

and is normally energized. Should the D.C. power Sup 
ply fail, due to a blown fuse or some other cause, relay 
24 will be deemergized, thereby closing contacts 25 and 
energizing an alarm 27 from a power Source 26. After 
the fault has been corrected, relay 24 is again energized 
and the alarm 27 stops sounding or flashing as the case 
may be. 

0. 

Now assuming that there are two pairs of photore 
sistors being used in the room shown in FIG 1, one pair 
of photoresistors are shown as 39 and 31 while the 20 
other pair are shown as 32 and 33. Thus the pair of 
photoresistors on one side of the room has one photo 
resistor in one leg of a bridge circuit and its other photo 
resistor is in the diagonally opposite leg of the bridge 
circuit; similarly photoresistors 32 and 33 are in diagon 
ally opposite legs of the bridge. 
Assuming for example that the voltage on line 23 is a 

plus 50 volts and that the lamp i in FIG. 1 is energized, 
the voltage at both points 35 and 36 is approximately 25 
volts so that relay 34 is deenergized. Now if a person 
enters the room near the photoresistor pair 36 and 31, 
there will be less light on those resistors so that their 
resistances increase. Accordingly, the voltage at termi 
nal 35 may drop to 15 volts; if junction 36 had stayed at 
25 volts, a ten volt difference would have been available 
to operate the relay 34. However, since photoresistor 
31 is in the same pair as 30 and views the same Scene, 
its resistance has also increased so that the voltage at 
junction 36 rises to 35 volts. Thus 20 volts rather than 
10 volts are available for operating relay 34. 
Therefore this bridge connection of the photoresistors 

of the various pairs provides a large voltage change to 
operate the relay. Also because this large voltage is 
present, a high impedance relay coil may be used at 34 
to reduce the amount of steady state curent flowing 
through the relay. 
Not only are the above mentioned advantages available, 

but in addition, it will be noted that this systern permits 
the use of both a constant or fluctuating light Source 
since a fluctuating light source will have an equal effect 
on all of the legs of the bridge and thus maintain the 
same equal voltage at 35 and 36 (25 volts in the assumed example). 

Operation of relay 34 closes contacts 37 to operate a 
second alarm relay 38 to indicate the presence of an in 
truder. 

conventional. 
In addition, the alarm circuitry may be modified by 

connecting line 29 on line 65 to line 19 and line 28 on 
line 66 to line 20 or 23 (if source 26 is a battery). 
With the above modification source 26 will be con 

nected as an auxiliary power supply so that should the 
main power supply fail and relay 24 be deemergized, 
source 26 will supply D.C. power between lines 23 
and 19 over lines 65 and 66; substitution of the auxiliary 
power supply will of course energize relay 24 to thus 
disconnect this auxiliary power supply from lines 23 
and 19. Therefore, in this suggested modification, the 
auxiliary power supply 26, relay 24, and alarm 27 will be 
alternately energized or operative in a pulsating manner. 
This chopped D.C. auxiliary power on lines 23 and 19 
will still operate the bridge of photoresistors since in 
the manner suggested above, this photoresistor bridge 

Suitable holding contacts (not shown) and re 
set means (not shown) are used with such a relay as is 
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4. 
circuit is independent of voltage and transient light vari 
ations. 

FIG. 3 shows a second embodiment of the invention 
showing a complete battery operated device. A free 
running multivibrator is shown at 45 and has its emitters 
or cathodes connected to line 41. One anode or collector 
is connected through resistor 46 to the positive source 
on line 42. The other anode is connected through lamp 
47 to line. 42. The multivibrator continually switches 
from conduction in one tube or transistor to conduction 
in the other as is well known. The arrow 48 is shown 
to indicate that the M.V. is adjustable so that two tran 
sistors are conducting for different time periods within a 
switching cycle and that the repetition rate of the cycle 
is also adjustable. For example, M.V. 45 may be ad 
justed so that the right side of the M.V. is conducting 
for only ten percent of a cycle and the left hand is 
conducting for the remaining 90 percent of the cycle. 
Thus lamp 47 will be intermittedly energized and result 
in a conservation of battery power since lamp 47 would 
draw more current than resistor 46. Alternatively as 
shown in FIG. 4 the M.V. may control a relay 60 to 
close the battery circuit to the photoresistor bridge 
through switch 61 for short periods of time. 
The battery power then connects over lines 4 and 42 

to a bridge type network of photoresistors connected in 
the same manner as in FiG. 2 with the exception that 
four pairs of photoresistors are shown in FIGS. 3 and 4. 
When relay 34 is energized, the contacts are closed at 49 
and alarm 55 is energized. Thus even though the light 
source in FIG. 3 is fluctuating “on” and "off,” the bridge 
is balanced and relay 34 does not operate until an intruder 
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enters the room. 
Having thus described the preferred form of my inven 

tion, it will be obvious to those skilled in the art that 
there are equivalent elements and circuits usable with my 
invention. For example, while I use an RCA 7163 Cad 
mium Sulphide photoresistor, other devices including 
Semi-conductors may be used. However, the cadmium 
sulphide cell is very sensitive to variations in light from 
a light Source (could be dark light) removed some dis 
tance from the cell and without the benefit of a lens 
System. . - 

This photoresistor has a logarithmic response so that 
large variations in resistivity occur for slight variations 
in light. Thus the voltage variations at 35 and 36 in 
FiG. 2 will be much greater than suggested. 

In addition, it should be noted that in the absence of an 
intruder, light is received by all of the photoresistors so 
that the bridge circuit is a relatively small impedance 
between lines 59 and 23 in FIG. 2. By providing that 
potentiometer 22 has a large impedance, the current flow 
for energizing relay 24 must flow through the photore 
sistor bridge circuits. - 
Now if the light source in FIG. 2 were to suddenly 

fail, the impedance of the bridge circuit would rise to 
thereby deemergize relay 24 and operate alarm 27. 
Thus relay 24 serves a dual function of indicating both 

a voltage and light source failure. 
Therefore, my invention is described in the following 
I claim: - 
. In an alarm circuit having a four terminal. Wheat 

Stone bridge network, the improvement comprising a 
single source of light energy, a plurality of pairs of simi 
lar light sensitive means in which the members of each 

70 
pair are physically adjacent each other and in which 
the pairs are physically spaced from each other a sub 
stantial distance, a direct current source connected across 
the two input terminals of said bridge, current respon 
sive means connected across the two output terminals 

t 5 of Said bridge, means for connecting a light sensitive 
member of one pair in one leg of the bridge and the 
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other light sensitive member of said one pair in a leg 
of the bridge diagonally opposite said one leg, means for 
similarly connecting the individual light sensitive mem 
bers of another pair in the other diagonally opposite 
legs of the bridge so that there are light-sensitive mem 
bers in all four legs of the bridge, said pairs being physi 
cally positioned for receiving substantially equal light 
energy from said light source whereby the bridge re 
mains balanced for variations of both the voltage and 
light source and is unbalanced by interruption of the light 
intensity at one pair. 

2. A combination as in claim in which said light 
sensitive means includes a photoresistor. 

3. A combination as in claim 1 in which said light 
sensitive means includes a cadium sulphide cell. 

4. A combination as in claim 1 and further including 
means for alternately energizing and deemergizing said 
light source. 

5. A combination as in claim 1 and further includ 
ing an auxiliary power supply, and means responsive to 
failure of said direct current source for substituting said 
auxiliary supply for said direct current supply, said latter 
means including means for alternately connecting and 
disconnecting said auxiliary power supply when substi 
tuted. 

6. An alarm circuit for protecting an enclosure in 
cluding a four terminal Wheatstone bridge circuit com 
prising a direct current source of power connected across 
the two input terminals, a single light source, means for 
alternately energizing and deemergizing said light source 
from said power source, a plurality of pairs of light sen 
sitive means, the individual light sensitive members of 
one pair being connected in diagonally opposite legs of 
the bridge and the individual light sensitive members 
of another pair being connected in the other diagonally 
opposite legs of the bridge, both light sensitive means 
of any pair having substantially the same location with 
in the enclosure and each pair being positioned at dif 
ferent positions throughout the enclosure, and alarm 
means connected across the two output terminals of said 
bridge whereby the bridge is balanced during both the 
energization and deenergization of said light source and 
said alarm is operated only by interruption of the light 
beam at one pair of said light sensitive means. 

7. A combination as in claim 6 in which said alarm 
means includes a relay and relay contacts for closing an 
alarm circuit. 

8. A combination as in claim 7 further including a 
free running multivibrator adjusted to energize said light 
source for a relatively short time and deemergize it for a 
relatively long time. 

9. In an alarm system using a light source and a volt 
age source both of which control photoresistors for de 
tecting the presence of intruders, the improved combi 
nation comprising a plurality of pairs of photoresistors 
in a bridge circuit across said voltage source with at 
least one photoresistor in each leg of the bridge and with 
one of the photoresistors of one pair connected into one 
leg of the bridge and with the other photoresistor of 
said one pair connected into a leg of the bridge diago 
nally opposite said one leg and with each of the photo 
resistors of the other pair similarly connected into the 
remaining diagonally opposite legs of the bridge, a cy 
clically varying light for illuminating said pairs, and 
means responsive to an unbalance in the bridge circuit 
whereby the bridge remains balanced for fluctuations in 
either the voltage or light source and is unbalanced only 
by interruption of the light at a pair. 
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16. The combination as in claim 9 further including 

a single relay and means connecting said relay in series 
between the voltage source and said bridge circuit for 
indicating a failure in either the light or voltage source. 

ii. In an alarm system having a light source, a volt 
age Source and a bridge circuit with photoresistors in 
which the bridge circuit is connected across the voltage 
Source and the light source controls the resistivity of the 
photoresistors, the improvement in the combination in 
cluding a single relay connected in series between said 
bridge circuit and said voltage source such that current 
fiows through the bridge and relay from said voltage 
Source, said bridge circuit including photoresistors in 
each arm of bridge and a relatively large impedance in 
shunt with said voltage source and having a tap con 
nected to the junction of the relay with said bridge cir 
cuit, whereby the relay is normally energized in the 
presence of both the voltage and light source but a fail 
lure of either source results in deenergization of the relay 
to indicate a fault. 

12. In an alarm system having a Wheatstone bridge 
circuit with two input terminals and two output termi 
nals, the improved combination comprising a single 
Source of light energy, a plurality of pairs of light sensi 
tive members, a direct current source connected across 
the input terminals of the bridge, means for connecting 
the individual light-sensitive members of one pair in di 
agonally opposite legs of the bridge, means for similarly 
connecting the individual light sensitive members of an 
other pair in the other diagonally opposite legs of the 
bridge so that there are light sensitive members in all 
four legs of the bridge, current responsive means con 
nected across the output terminals of said bridge, and 
means for alternately connecting and disconnecting said 
direct current source to said light sensitive bridge circuit. 

13, in an alarm system having a Wheatstone bridge 
'circuit with two input terminals and two output termi 
nals, the improved combination comprising a single 
Source of light energy, a plurality of pairs of light sensi 
tive members, a direct current source connected across 
the two input terminals of said bridge, means for con 
necting the individual light-sensitive members of one pair 
in diagonally opposite legs of the bridge, means for simi 
larly connecting the individual light sensitive members 
'of another pair in the other diagonally opposite legs 
of the bridge so that there are light-sensitive members 
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in all four legs of the bridge, current responsive means 
connected across the output terminals of said bridge, a 
free running multivibrator, and means connecting said 
multivibrator for alternately energizing and deemergizing 
said light source. 
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